The Cancer Trends Progress Report summarizes our nation’s progress against cancer in relation to Healthy People targets set forth by the Department of Health and Human Services. The online report, intended for policy makers, researchers, and public health professionals, includes key measures of progress along the cancer control continuum and uses national trend data to illustrate where improvements have been made.

**Report Features:**
- Downloadable graphs and Excel data
- Ability to generate printer-friendly custom reports
- Sharing options via email and social media
- Links to related cancers and statistics

**Prevention**
Focuses on factors that have been observed to affect a person’s risk of getting cancer: behaviors, selected environmental exposures, policy, and regulations.
- Behavioral Factors
- Tobacco Policy/Regulatory Factors
- HPV Vaccination
- Environmental Factors
- Genetic Testing

**Early Detection**
Provides rates of new cases by cancer site and by race/ethnicity, as well as state at diagnosis.
- Incidence
- Stage at diagnosis

**Diagnosis**
Describes trends in the use of mammography, Pap tests, HPV tests, fecal occult blood tests, colonoscopies, CT scans, and PSA blood tests.
- Breast Cancer
- Cervical Cancer
- Colorectal Cancer
- Lung Cancer
- Prostate Cancer

**Treatment**
Summarizes trends in quality of care, clinical trials, patterns of care, emerging treatments, and associated outcomes.
- Bladder Cancer
- Breast Cancer
- Colorectal Cancer
- Kidney Cancer
- Lung Cancer
- Ovarian Cancer
- Prostate Cancer

**Life After Cancer**
Explores 5-year survival rates for some of the leading cancers as well as the economic impact of cancer treatment costs.
- Financial Burden of Care
- Survival
- Cancer Survivors and Smoking
- Cancer Survivors and Obesity
- Cancer Survivors and Physical Activity

**End of Life**
Provides data on cancer mortality by major sites, along with years of life lost due to cancer and other major causes of death.
- Mortality
- Years of Life Lost